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Two Timing

1991

presents different facts about the sport of football and its players including which game was

known as the ice bowl who are the cheeseheads and which team holds the record for the

longest winning streak

Football

2013

a gripping and unsettling new novel by the award winning author of the loney that asks how

much we owe to tradition and how far we will go to preserve it

Paroles des chansons de Michael Hurley

2011-10-25

a modern classic of wilderness literature hurley s journal was written and published quarterly

by michael hurley from 1995 to 2003 it began as a kitchen table gazette that hurley produced

for a few family and friends as an excuse to go canoe camping all over north america with his

children but it quickly grew into a literary gem cherished by more than 10 000 paying

subscribers in 48 states and overseas the journal provided not only practical advice but

celebrated the romance lore and wisdom of life in the wilderness in award winning prose the

original issues are now collectors items among the canoeing faithful this 20th anniversary

edition brings to a new generation of voyageurs in one hardcover volume spanning nearly 800

pages hurley s essays detailed trip reports and intricate hand drawn maps for fifty two canoe

trips in thirteen states and canada ranging from weekend getaways to far flung wilderness

adventures beautifully illustrated with more than one hundred pages of stunning black and

white photographs of the author s adventures hurley s journal is certain to be a treasured
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reference and beloved companion to explorers and family campers alike for years to come

Devil's Day

2018

the perfect gift for your favorite poet or lover of poetry from old english to the poetry of the

present discover how a poem s form shapes and informs the reader s and writer s experience

Hurley's Journal

2015-03-27

michael hurley watched his world unravel in the wake of infidelity divorce and failure in august

2009 he was short of money out of a job and seeking to salvage a life that had foundered

deeply in need of perspective he took to the open seas in a 32 foot sailboat gypsy moon the

story of his 2 year outward odyssey deterred by rough weather and mechanical troubles

combines keen observation poignant thoughts and deeper introspection with glorious prose

once upon a gypsy moon also presents a rare and much needed point of view on the familiar

spiritual journey narrative it offers a star crossed love story wrapped inside a rollicking good

sea tale but it also has something important to say to the reader about relationships faith and

disbelief life and death love and marriage and what really matters

Poetic Form

2012-10-08

beside my self mixes traces of the author s life with western cultural tastes sexual identities

and decadent sensibilities a boy who was born in england and grew up in bandiana wonders

about whiteness race fashion pleasure and decadence
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Once Upon a Gypsy Moon

2013-04-16

this book briefly examines the history people and environment of the united states of america

Beside My Self

2020-10-26

a couple attempt to recapture a lost relationship but their memories disintegrate the world

about them a widow tries to understand the brutality of her husband s death three soldiers

confront the image of man s struggle with his own aggression a writer finally begins to

understand the frailty of words often stark often brutal often hopeful these stories find lives

falling apart under the strain of entrapment but also celebrate the pleasurable cages that we

wilfully and inevitably impose upon ourselves

Reconciliation

1993

the worst thing possible has happened richard and juliette willoughby s son ewan has died

suddenly at the age of five starve acre their house by the moors was to be full of life but is

now a haunted place juliette convinced ewan still lives there in some form seeks the help of

the beacons a seemingly benevolent group of occultists richard to try and keep the boy out of

his mind has turned his attention to the field opposite the house where he patiently digs the

barren dirt in search of a legendary oak tree starve acre is a devastating new novel by the

author of the prize winning bestseller the loney it is a novel about the way in which grief splits

the world in two and how in searching for hope we can so easily unearth horror
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United States of America

2012

コスタ賞大賞 児童書部門ダブル受賞 bookaholic認定 2017年度翻訳ミステリーベスト10第1位 高名な博物学者のサン

ダリーによる大発見 翼のある人類の化石 だがそれが捏造だとの噂が流れ サンダリー一家は世間の目を逃れるように島へ移

住する だが噂は島にも追いかけてきた そんななかサンダリーが謎の死を遂げ 父の死因に疑問を抱いた娘のフェイスは密か

に調べ始める 父が遺した奇妙な手記 嘘を養分に育ち真実を見せる実をつけるという不思議な木 フェイスは真相に辿り着く

ことができるのか 19世紀イギリスを舞台に 時代の枷に反発し真実を追い求める少女を生き生きと描いた コスタ賞大賞 児

童書部門賞ダブル受賞の傑作

Cages and Other Stories

2006

this book briefly examines the history people and environment of canada

Starve Acre

2019-10-31

an atmospheric and unsettling story of the depths of grief found in an ancient farm in northern

england now a major motion picture starring matt smith and morfydd clark the worst thing

possible has happened richard and juliette willoughby s son ewan has died suddenly at the

age of five starve acre their house by the moors was to be full of life but is now a haunted

place convinced ewan still lives there in some form juliette seeks the help of the beacons a

seemingly benevolent group of occultists richard to try and keep the boy out of his mind has

turned his attention to the field opposite the house where he patiently digs the barren dirt in

search of a legendary oak tree but as they delve further into their grief both uncover more

than they set out to starve acre is a devastating novel by the author of the prize winning

bestseller the loney it is a novel about the way in which grief splits the world in two and how
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in searching for hope we can so easily unearth horror

嘘の木

2022-05-20

the world s greatest olympians looks at great olympians through the history of the modern

olympics and reasons why these athletes were are so great it also includes fact files fact

boxes of top athletes and charts and tables to help illustrate their amazing talents and

achievements

Canada

2012

ten years after college three very different women reunite for a summer on martha s vineyard

as they deal with challenges in their lives their encounter with a reclusive poacher known only

as the fisherman threatens to change everything they believe about their world and each other

Starve Acre

2023-07-04

this book highlights ten of the world s skyscrapers

The World's Greatest Olympians

2012

author michael hurley recalls his life changing journey of 530 miles on foot along the camino

de santiago de compostela in france and spain in a series of poignant essays
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The Vineyard

2014-11-25

a chance encounter propels a washed up loner on a reckless quest to cross the atlantic alone

in a small sailboat but when a woman secretly stows aboard an unexpected love story unfolds

on the high seas the gulf between hope and regret love and loss may be deeper and more

dangerous than the abyss that lies before them on the passage

The Irish Law Times and Solicitors' Journal

1871

the sunday times top 10 bestseller winner of the 2015 costa first novel award the british book

awards book of the year 2016 a brilliantly unsettling and atmospheric debut full of unnerving

horror the loney is not just good it s great it s an amazing piece of fiction stephen king two

brothers one mute the other his lifelong protector year after year their family visits the same

sacred shrine on a desolate strip of coastline known as the loney in desperate hope of a cure

in the long hours of waiting the boys are left alone and they cannot resist the causeway

revealed with every turn of the treacherous tide the old house they glimpse at its end many

years on hanny is a grown man no longer in need of his brother s care but then the child s

body is found and the loney always gives up its secrets in the end this is a novel of the

unsaid the implied the barely grasped or understood crammed with dark holes and blurry

spaces that your imagination feels compelled to fill observer a masterful excursion into terror

the sunday times

The World's Most Amazing Skyscrapers

2011-07

hailed as a masterful excursion into terror by the sunday times the eerie suspenseful debut
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novel from the author of devil s day and starve acre winner of the costa first novel award a

best book of the year london times and daily mail the terrors of this novel feel timeless there

are abominations here and miracles new york times book review an amazing piece of fiction

stephen king completely terrifying paula hawkins vibrantly written entertainment weekly

stunning jeff vandermeer when smith was a boy he and his family went on an easter

pilgrimage with their local parish to the loney a bleak stretch of the english coastline to visit an

ancient shrine in search of healing for smith s disabled brother but the locals were none too

pleased to welcome them and the two brothers soon became entangled in a troubling morass

of dangerous rituals for years after smith carries the burden of what happened that spring and

when he hears that the body of a young child has been found during a storm at the loney he

s forced to finally reckon with his darkest secrets and the terror they carry with them the

masterpiece by which hurley will enter the guild of the gothic guardian fans of shirley jackson

are sure to savor tight suspenseful writing makes this masterful novel unsettling in the most

compelling way washington post

Tales from the Camino

2016-09-16

in 1851 a gypsy princess and her young lover escape from her father s camp the boy steals

prodigal a sailing ship blessed with unnatural speed and the lovers escape to sea more than

150 years later on ocracoke island aidan sharpe an aging lawyer is struggling to rebuild his

life in this lonely outpost of the outer banks he is caught up in a two thousand year old

mystery that unfolds with the sudden reappearance of prodigal off the coast

The Passage

2015-11-01

this volume takes you on a journey through the alphabet in which each letter reveals a fun

and interesting fact about football
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The Loney

2015-03-12

profiles ten of the world s most distinctive bridges

The Loney

2016-05-10

this volume looks at all the brightest stars from football s past and present

The Prodigal

2013-06

for centuries the inhabitants of barrowbeck a remote valley on the yorkshire lancashire border

have lived uneasily with forces beyond their reckoning they raise their families work the land

and do their best to welcome those who come seeking respite but there is a darkness that

runs through the village as persistently as the river a father fears that his daughter has

become possessed by something unholy a childless couple must make an agonising decision

a widower awaits the return of his wife a troubled man is haunted by visions of end times as

one generation gives way to the next and ancient land is carved up in the name of progress

darkness gathers the people of barrowbeck have forgotten that they are but guests in the

valley now there is a price to pay two thousand years of history is coming to an end

impeccably written tightens like a clammy hand around your throat daily mail on the loney a

work of goose flesh eeriness the spectator on devil s day a tale of suspense that sucks you in

and pulls you under new statesman on starve acre
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A-Z of the World Cup

2014

in this ambitious book michael d hurley explores how five great writers william blake alfred

tennyson christina rossetti gerard manley hopkins and t s eliot engaged their religious faith in

poetry with a view to asking why they chose that literary form in the first place what did they

believe poetry could say or do that other kinds of language or expression could not and how

might poetry itself operate as a unique mode of believing these deep questions meet at the

crossroads of poetics and metaphysics and the writers considered here offer different answers

but these writers also collectively shed light on the interplay between literature and theology

across the long nineteenth century at a time when the authority and practice of both was

being fiercely reimagined

The World's Most Amazing Bridges

2011-07

introduces some of the greatest soccer players from around the world including pele zinedine

zidane and david beckham who have participated in the world cup championship

World Cup Heroes

2014

this title tells you everything you need to know about the countries and teams that take part in

world cup tournaments

Barrowbeck

2024-10-24
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introduces board sports including surfing skateboarding and snowboarding

Faith in Poetry

2017-11-16

john richardson was canada s first native born poet novelist and the father of canadian

literature michael hurley offers the first detailed account of richardson s fiction rather than of

his life or sociological importance hurley makes a convincing case for richardson as an

important early cartographer of the canadian imagination and the originator of southern ontario

gothic he explores richardson s influence on james reaney alice munro robertson davies

christopher dewdney frank davey and marian engel arguing that wacousta and the canadian

brothers hold central places in our literature hurley shows how these two works established a

set of boundaries that our national literary discourse has largely kept hidden focusing on the

protean concept of the border in the fiction of this man from the periphery the borders of

nightmare underlines the importance of boundaries margins shifting edges and the

coincidence of equally matched opposites in necessary balance to both richardson and

subsequent writers in an age of postmodernism these novels riddled as they are with

discontinuities paradoxes ambiguity and unresolved dualities that problematize the whole

notion of a stable coherent national or personal identity anticipate and define a number of

concerns that preoccupy us today

Records of the American Catholic Historical Society of

Philadelphia

1887

unfolding within the narrative of a long distance ocean voyage the story begins as hurley

leaves annapolis maryland aboard an ageing 32 foot sloop the gypsy moon after the end of

his 25 year marriage hurley is short of money out of a job and seeking to salvage a life that
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has foundered woven through the compelling prose are gems of insight on such diverse topics

as faith and disbelief life and death love marriage and the difference between dreams and

delusions as the voyage brightens in surprising and sometimes humorous ways the reader is

guided to geographic and spiritual harbours that seemed unattainable at the start this book

tells a salty wave swept tale in the time honoured tradition but it also offers a message of

hope that will resonate with anyone who has had to pick up the pieces after failure and loss

Soccer's Greatest Stars

2010-01-01

this title takes a brief look back at the history of the world cup then turns to focus on brazil the

2014 host packed with information about brazil s sporting history cities and stadiums as well

as the teams and players to watch out for during the tournament

World Cup Nations

2014-02-13

a fledgling love affair in rhodes weaves in and out of different realities a couple staying in a

farmhouse in northern france try and find love for the child they were forced into wanting a

polish immigrant confronts his fears in an alien city two lovers find a simple truth about the

people in their lives in a child s picture book these and other stories in the collection navigate

the strange landscape between endings and beginnings

Board Sports

2012

which mountain has the highest point on the earth s surface why is k2 known as the savage

mountain which species of frog lives only on table mountain the world has many mountains

from high snowy peaks to wide flat plateaus find out about the incredible weather systems
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that help shape these landforms the animals make their homes here and the brave explorers

who first climbed them

The Borders of Nightmare

1992

Senate Investigation, 1895

1895

Once Upon a Gypsy Moon

2012-08

World Cup 2014

2014-01-30

Report and Record of the Proceedings of the Select

Committee of the Senate of New Jersey to Inquire Into the

Charges of Extravagance in Furnishing the State House and

Certain Other Charges Touching the Conduct of Public

Officials, Etc

1896
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The Unusual Death of Julie Christie and Other Stories

2008-09

The World's Most Amazing Mountains

2009
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